1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Bimetallic systems at the nanoscale have recently received increased attention as the combination of intermetallic interactions and surface size effects can trigger unexpected physical behavior and new phenomena. Potential applications cover a wide range of different fields, including biomedical applications,^[@ref1]−[@ref5]^ optics,^[@ref6]−[@ref9]^ heterogeneous catalysis,^[@ref10]−[@ref13]^ electrochemistry,^[@ref14]^ and electronics.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ Additionally, magnetic core nanoparticles have been suggested for the activation of stem cells,^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ as enhancers of supercapacitors,^[@ref18]^ or for the optomagnetic fine-tuning of semiconductors.^[@ref19]^

Due to their synergistic effects, bimetallic nanoparticles formed by a combination of magnetic and noble metals are particularly interesting for various physicochemical applications such as bifunctional catalysis.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ Understanding the features of structural stability and metastability in local energetic minima within this novel class of materials would provide us with new possibilities in material design but necessitates an adequate modeling of metallic interactions in large, yet finite systems where surface and interface effects play an equally important role as atomic diffusion.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ Metastable off-equilibrium structures are particularly strongly affected by thermal rearrangement processes such as surface diffusion, which makes them very interesting for the investigation of thermodynamically induced structural changes but renders their behavior also rather challenging to predict. Recently, the phenomenon of metastability in metallic nanowires has been addressed via cellular automata and molecular dynamics simulations on a coarse grid.^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ However, diffusion processes in mixed-metallic structures cannot be treated on such a macroscopic level due to their intrinsic atomistic character. In this article, our experimental findings are therefore accompanied by atomic structure calculations, followed by a detailed investigation of vacancy formation energies in order to explain the striking structural differences observed in the experiment. In recent articles we have discussed the alloying of silver-gold nanoparticles,^[@ref27]^ the oxygen-induced rearrangement of centralized core-shell Fe-Au nanoparticles,^[@ref26]^ the oxidation of Ni-Au nanoparticles,^[@ref28]^ as well as the core location-dependent diffusion dynamics of Ni-Au nanoparticles at elevated temperatures.^[@ref29]^ The current extension of our ongoing work on bimetallic structures now focuses on the metastability of centralized magnetic cores embedded in a protective Au shell. Although Fe, Co, and Ni are rather similar to each other in their interaction energies as well as their bond lengths, the slight deviations result in a substantially different thermodynamic behavior.

This article is structured as follows. First, the experimental observations of restructuring of Fe/Co/Ni--Au core--shell clusters at elevated temperatures are presented. Then, vacancy formation energies are calculated from a force field approximation in order to gain insights into the various energy barriers which determine the processes of intermixing or structural rearrangement. For the sake of reliability, parts of our results are benchmarked against periodic electronic structure calculations employing density functional theory. Finally, we investigate the impact of temperature and entropy on the onset of restructuring via large-scale static calculations on a mixed-metallic system containing 6266 atoms at various levels of intermixing.

2. Material and Methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Nanoparticle Synthesis {#sec2.1}
---------------------------

The Fe/Co/Ni--Au core--shell particles are synthesized inside of droplets of superfluid helium, generated in a molecular beam setup which employs an adiabatic expansion of cooled helium into vacuum. The produced nanodroplets serve as "nanolabs" which can be doped with the desired metals by a sequential pickup of metal atoms from the gas phase. A short summary of the process is provided below; for a more elaborate description of our setup we recommend reading of our previous publications on this subject.^[@ref30],[@ref31]^

High-purity He (99.9999%) is expanded through a 5 μm nozzle at 7 K with a pressure of 20 bar into vacuum. A supersonic expansion process leads to the formation of He clusters with an average number of 10^7^ He atoms and an internal temperature of 0.38 K, which are widely referred to as He droplets due to their superfluid character.^[@ref32]^ After the formation, the droplets are exposed to a sequence of metal vapors generated by resistively heated "pickup" cells. In the current setup, the first cell contains either Fe, Co, or Ni, while the second cell is filled with Au. As a result, spherical Fe/Co/Ni core clusters are formed in the droplet which then get surrounded by a protective layer of Au. Although rather laborious and limited in the amount of produced material, this technique allows the convenient synthesis of any combination of core--shell or even onion-type structure. Particle sizes and stoichiometric ratios can be adjusted by simply varying the individual vapor pressures in the cells. Note, however, the stochastic character of the pickup process, which leads to an inevitable log-normal distribution of cluster sizes. For this experiment, an average diameter of *d* = 6 ± 2 nm and a Fe/Co/Ni:Au ratio of 3:7 have been chosen in order to obtain perfect conditions for a complete coating of the Fe/Co/Ni core with a protective layer of Au. The release of binding energy during metal cluster formation results in the partial evaporation of the droplet. This loss of He can be measured via a residual gas analyzer (Balzer QMA 200/QME 200) and allows the monitoring of the core--shell ratio. The doped He droplet beam is finally terminated on a heatable TEM grid (DENSsolutions Nano-Chip XT SiN). The clusters are deposited on suitable supports in a soft-landing process without significant structural changes, while the excess helium is vaporized upon impact.^[@ref33]−[@ref36]^

2.2. Electron Microscopy Characterization {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------

A probe-corrected FEI Titan^[@ref3]^ G2 60-300 is used to record high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images of the temperature-induced restructuring processes *in situ*. Elemental analysis is provided by a four-quadrant EDX spectroscopy detector and a Gatan Quantum energy filter for electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The *in situ* heating experiments are carried out in a DENSsolutions Wildfire D5 holder.

2.3. Computational Modeling {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

Our experimental efforts are accompanied by computational studies employing the LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulation) package.^[@ref37]^ All pairwise intermetallic interactions (Fe/Co/Ni--Au) used in our theoretical studies are based on the embedded atom method (EAM).^[@ref38]^ It includes the pair energy between atoms *i* and *j* as well as contributions due to the embedding of each metal atom *i* into its local environment described by the electron density ρ~*i*~. Therefore, it is expected to be more suitable for metal-compound formation as well as for the treatment of surface effects than other pairwise interatomic potentials. In order to provide estimates of the vacancy energies, we employ a periodic setup with supercells comprising 10 × 10 × 10 face-centered-cubic (fcc) unit cells to investigate intermetallic diffusion in the bulk and 10× 10 × 30 fcc unit cells to study surface energies (i.e., including an extra layer of vacuum). The grids are relaxed before and after the formation of a vacancy with an energy threshold of 10^--10^ eV.

Periodic electronic structure calculations are performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP 5.4.4),^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ following a similar computational approach to that reported in previous work on Ag~5~-- and Cu~5~--TiO~2~(110) interactions.^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ Specifically, we employ a dispersion-corrected DFT-D3 *ansatz*,^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ given its excellent performance in describing the adsorption of subnanometer silver and copper clusters on oxide surfaces.^[@ref41],[@ref42],[@ref45]^ Structural optimizations and the calculation of interaction energies are carried out with the Perdew--Burke--Ernzerhof (PBE) density functional^[@ref46]^ and the Becke-Johnson (BJ) damping^[@ref43]^ for the D3 dispersion correction. Minor energy differences and the same trends were found when replacing the PBE functional by the PBEsol^[@ref47],[@ref48]^ counterpart in the DFT-D3 *ansatz*. The bulk of the considered materials is modeled by employing supercells comprising 5 × 5 × 5 and 4 × 4 × 4 fcc unit cells of 500 and 256 atoms, respectively. The surface of the materials is simulated through the introduction of a vacuum region 4 times larger than the width of the 4 × 4 × 4 supercell, which effectively decouples the latter from interactions with periodic images in the direction perpendicular to the surface. Electron--ion interactions are described by the projector augmented-wave method,^[@ref40],[@ref49]^ using PAW--PBE pseudopotentials as implemented in the program. The electrons of the Fe(3d, 4s), Co(3d, 4s), Ni(3d, 4s), and Au(5d, 6s) are treated explicitly as valence electrons. A plane-wave basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 270 eV is used. The first-order Methfessel and Paxton scheme is employed to account for partial orbital occupations, with a smearing width of 0.2--0.5 (0.2) eV in energy calculations of the bulk (surface) of the considered materials. Within a testing window of the smearing width ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 eV, the vacancy formation energies in bulk vary by 2% only. The Brillouin zone is sampled at the Γ point. Relative energies using a 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst--Pack^[@ref50]^*k*-point mesh differed by less than 0.1 eV from those calculated at the Γ point. The convergence criterion is fixed to values from 10^--4^ to 10^--6^ eV for the self-consistent electronic minimization. All the atoms from the supercells are relaxed with a force threshold of 0.02 eV/Å. All calculations are spin-polarized.

The impact of intermixing on the Helmholtz free energy for the Ni--Au as well as the Co--Au system is determined by comparing a centralized with a decentralized core--shell fcc truncated octahedron containing 6266 atoms. Notice that the α bcc phase is the most stable in the bulk of iron for temperatures below ca. 900 °C (see, e.g., ref ([@ref51]).) In contrast, the experiment shows that an fcc structure is favored for the iron core of the Fe--Au core--shell nanoparticles synthesized in this work. A core:shell ratio of 3:7 is chosen for the simulations, in accordance with the approximate mixing ratios in the experimental setup. The exchange of core and shell atoms is performed in steps of 50 atoms. After each step, the cluster is allowed to fully relax in order to obtain its minimum energy, and the total energy as a function of the number of exchanges is obtained. The number of particle exchanges can be further related to the entropy of the system. This way, estimates of the Helmholtz free energy at various temperatures are obtained, which can be used to study the onset of metallic intermixing.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

We start with the presentation of our experimental findings regarding the structural behavior of the core--shell clusters as observed during temperature-programmed treatments.

3.1. Experimental Observations {#sec3.1}
------------------------------

Initially, all bimetallic clusters feature a fully centralized core--shell structure due to their identical synthesis as described in [Section 2](#sec2){ref-type="other"}. With a He nozzle temperature of 7 K and an approximate metal gas vapor pressure between 10^--6^ and 10^--5^ mbar, an average particle diameter of 6 ± 2 nm is obtained for all three core--shell systems. Overview TEM images before any heat treatment and particle size distributions of all three bimetallic systems are provided in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf).

A surface coverage of 1.1 ± 0.2% was chosen in order to avoid contact between individual clusters on the substrate. The temperature of the latter was increased in steps of 50 °C, starting at room temperature, and HAADF images were taken at each step. To guarantee an oxygen-free restructuring process, EELS measurements are performed as well in order to check for traces of oxygen. In the following, the TEM observations of the three bimetallic systems are described in detail.

### 3.1.1. Co--Au {#sec3.1.1}

Starting from a centralized core--shell configuration, Co--Au clusters undergo a transition toward a decentralized Co core underneath a single protective layer of Au at 400 °C. At this temperature, the surface mobility is high enough to enable the cluster to undergo a transition toward an energetically preferred configuration. Their structural evolution with increasing temperature is illustrated in [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf) of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf), providing TEM images taken at steps of 100 °C.

This transition to a decentralized Co core has been predicted by Palomares et al.,^[@ref52]^ having its origin in the reduced overall stress inside the cluster, which is caused by the lattice mismatch between layers of Co and Au. In [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, EELS and EDX elemental maps and HAADF recordings illustrate the transition from a centralized cluster toward a decentralized cluster at 400 °C. The Co core remains intact throughout the whole solid regime, without any tendency toward alloying. This configuration is stable up to melting temperature (1100 °C). As soon as melting starts, the decentralized cluster undergoes a transition toward the mixed phase.

![EELS Co observations and EDX Au observations as well as complementary HAADF scans of temperature-induced structural transition from centralized (left) to decentralized (right) Co--Au clusters. The temperatures correspond to 25 °C (left) and 400 °C (right).](jp0c04561_0001){#fig1}

### 3.1.2. Fe--Au {#sec3.1.2}

The Fe--Au system behaves similarly to the Co--Au system in its preference for a decentralization of the core as soon as atomic mobility becomes high enough. However, the process of decentralization is rather different from the previous: At a temperature of 400 °C, the centralized Fe core fractures into several decentralized Fe pieces, but these fragments remain underneath one protective layer of Au (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This remarkable behavior makes the Fe--Au combination stand out among the three systems of this study. However, similar effects of an energetically preferred ringlike aggregation of material near the surface have been predicted for related systems (e.g., the Co/Ni--Ag system).^[@ref53]^ The structural changes in the Fe--Au system are documented in [Figures S4 and S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf) of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf), which contain TEM pictures taken at room temperature 500 and 1100 °C.

![HAADF observation of temperature-induced rearrangements within a Fe--Au cluster. At 25 °C the cluster remains in its centralized state (left), whereas a temperature increase to 400 °C results in the rearrangement toward a fractured Fe core located underneath the Au surface.](jp0c04561_0002){#fig2}

### 3.1.3. Ni--Au {#sec3.1.3}

In contrast to the decentralization tendencies observed for Co--Au and Fe--Au, the Ni--Au system undergoes a phase transition toward full alloying even before reaching the melting temperature (see [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The temperature regime for this transition seems to overlap with that corresponding to a transition toward a decentralized Ni core. The structural changes are documented by a series of TEM images in [Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf) of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf). The latter structure has been found to be more stable.^[@ref29]^ Note that the formation of a Ni--Au alloy is in agreement with the phase diagram for the bulk material, which predicts an alloyed solid phase at temperatures above 300 °C. A transition from a centralized cluster toward a decentralized cluster at temperatures below the alloying threshold of 300--400 °C can only be observed if excess energy is introduced to the system via electron beam damage (see ref ^[@ref54]^). We note further that an oxidation of Ni atoms can trigger core--shell inversions, as has been demonstrated in a recent article.^[@ref26]^ Therefore, the chosen heating ramps have to be fast enough to prevent any potential oxidation stemming from surface water presence below 400 °C.

![HAADF observation of temperature-induced rearrangements within a Ni--Au cluster. The cluster is embedded centrally inside a Au shell. At 300-- 400 °C the Ni and Au atoms start to form an alloy, still exhibiting a lattice structure.](jp0c04561_0003){#fig3}

### 3.1.4. Similarities between the Systems {#sec3.1.4}

Although in different ways, all three systems undergo a transition from their initial centralized core--shell arrangement toward an energetically more stable configuration at temperatures around 400 °C. Furthermore, it is found that for all three types of bimetallic nanoclusters the bulk phase diagram is correctly predicting whether alloying can occur or not. However, the actual temperature for such a phase transition is lower than predicted due to surface effects. This experimentally observed diversity of the various restructuring processes as described above is most likely related to differences in surface mobilities and interfacial energies.

3.2. Diffusion and Intermixing via Vacancy Formation {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------

As diffusion and intermixing are driven by the formation of vacancies in general, the energy necessary to form vacancies, *E*~f~, is a key element to understand these differences in the experimental observations. An estimation of *E*~f~ is obtained from force field calculations with the LAMMPS program package as described in [Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="other"}](#sec2){ref-type="other"}. *E*~f~ is obtained by comparing the energy of the full periodic supercell before (*E*~b~) and after (*E*~v~) removal of one of its N atoms, according to^[@ref55]^

The force field contains interaction energies only; therefore, cohesive energies *E*~c~ can be obtained by simply dividing the total energy of the slab by the number of atoms. Our results are summarized in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. According to ref ([@ref56]), vacancy formation energies are approximately proportional to their corresponding cohesive energies *E*~c~, as expressed by the empirical relation *E*~f~/*E*~c~ = 1/3. However, the Fe/Co/Ni energies in our calculations show a diametrical behavior, with Ni having the highest *E*~c~ and the lowest *E*~f~ in comparison to Co and Fe.

###### Vacancy Formation Energies *E*~f~ and Cohesive Energies *E*~c~ for Au, Ni, Co, and Fe, Together with the Energy Differences When Replacing an Atom of Type B (Column) in a Lattice of B Atoms with an "Intruding" Atom of Type A (Row)

  *E* (eV)   Au       Ni     Co     Fe
  ---------- -------- ------ ------ ------
  *E*~f~     1.01     1.70   1.83   1.95
  *E*~c~     3.93     4.45   4.40   4.20
  Au~int~    0.00     0.58   0.41   0.76
  Ni~int~    --0.52   0.00           
  Co~int~    --0.48          0.00    
  Fe~int~    --1.06                 0.00

[Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} reveals that *E*~f~ as well as *E*~c~ are the lowest for Au by far, which indicates that vacancies in gold are formed first upon heating. From this follows that, while the core is still free of vacancies, the shell is already affected by structural changes via the migration of vacancies. As soon as vacancies start to appear in the core, the Au atoms diffuse into the core region as well, leading to the onset of intermixing. When comparing the vacancy energies among the iron triade, it can be seen that *E*~f~ is smallest for Ni, followed by Co and Fe. This energetic comparison implies that Au can intermix with Ni at lower temperatures, while higher temperatures are needed for Co and Fe, respectively. Depending on the particle size, the necessary temperature might already exceed the actual melting temperature of the system.

[Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} also contains the exchange energies for atomic replacements in the bulk, i.e., for the replacement of atom B from a lattice of type B atoms (element in a column) with an atom of type A (element in a row). For clarity, the "intruding" atom is denoted by a subscript "int". When comparing Co and Fe, Co has not only a higher *E*~c~ but also a less favorable exchange energy when placed within a lattice of Au atoms. These findings agree with the experimental observation of a much higher core stability in the case of Co.

### 3.2.1. Surface Vacancy Formation {#sec3.2.1}

Of further interest is the dependence of the vacancy formation energy on the actual position of the vacancy. Obviously, the effort to create such a defect is minimal on the surface. Even at interfaces, the emergence of vacancies is more likely at places with a large lattice mismatch or sufficient "room" between the two metals. Therefore, surface vacancies can be considered as estimates for neutral comparisons between the various systems. We note that an actual calculation of interface energies is possible but extremely tedious due to the many possibilities created by lattice mismatch and the many combinations of Miller indices. Even if available, the final effect would be an average of all of these but mostly dictated by low-energy processes, i.e., those closest to the surface vacancy formation energies.

The determination of the corresponding energy, *E*~f,s~, is carried out in the same manner as mentioned above but with the restriction that the removed element must stem from the surface layer of the material. This energy is then used to calculate the vacancy formation energy according to [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We use the same number of fcc unit cells as for the studies on intermetallic vacancies but assume periodicity only in the *x* and *y* dimension. This is achieved by an extension of the unit cell in the *z* direction by an additional vacuum layer comprising the volume of 10 × 10 × 20 fcc unit cells, resulting in a total supercell size of 10× 10 × 30 unit cells. The largest relative reduction in comparison to the bulk vacancy, *E*~f,s~/*E*~f~, appears for Fe (reduced by 76%), followed by Co and Ni with almost identical ratios (reduced by 66%) and Au (reduced by 56%). This pronounced compliance of Fe to accept surface defects and restructuring is particularly interesting in light of the experimentally observed core fragmentation which occurs for the Fe--Au system only. Together with the results for atomic exchange energies obtained in the previous section, the energy ratios *E*~f,s~/*E*~f~ also provide an explanation as to why the Co core remains intact in the heating experiment and migrates toward a subsurface position.

We further extend this analysis of vacancy formation energies to the two subsurface layers in order to investigate the impact of finiteness also in the underlying layers of a given material. The results are summarized in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. For Ni, Co, and Fe, the creation of vacancies in the first or the second layer below the surface is already fully equivalent to a vacancy creation in the bulk (i.e., the energy differences lie below the accuracy of the method). However, for Au, an intermediate value between bulk and surface energy is obtained for the first subsurface layer, which suggests an increased mobility of vacancies also in the vicinity of surfaces and interfaces. Regarding the vacancy formation energies on the surface, it is interesting to see that the same relative energies *E*~f,s~/*E*~f~ are obtained for Ni and Co, while an even smaller value is obtained for Fe.

###### Absolute and Relative Vacancy Formation Energies at the Surface and the First Two Subsurface Layers of Au, Ni, Co, and Fe, Calculated at the EAM Level of Theory

                       Au     Ni     Co     Fe
  -------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------
  *E*~f,s~ (eV)        0.44   0.57   0.61   0.47
  *E*~f,s~/*E*~f~      0.44   0.34   0.34   0.24
  *E*~f,s--1~/*E*~f~   0.80   1.00   1.00   1.04
  *E*~f,s--2~/*E*~f~   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.04

### 3.2.2. DFT Results for Bulk Vacancies {#sec3.2.2}

In this section we provide complementary periodic density functional theory calculations of the vacancy formation energies, starting with the results for the bulk materials, presented in a similar fashion as for the EAM approach discussed above. Note that these results are obtained at a higher level of theory but for smaller (4 × 4 × 4) fcc supercells due to the otherwise too high computational effort. Our results are summarized in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}.

###### Vacancy Formation *E*~f~ Energies for Au, Ni, Co, and Fe, Obtained with Density Functional Theory, Evaluated for the Bulk and for the Surface

  *E*               Au     Ni     Co     Fe
  ----------------- ------ ------ ------ ------
  *E*~f~ (eV)       0.67   1.63   2.26   2.02
  *E*~f,s~ (eV)     0.52   0.89   1.13   0.62
  *E*~f,s~/*E*~f~   0.78   0.55   0.50   0.31

The estimated vacancy formation energies agree well with recently reported DFT-based values.^[@ref57]^ When compared to our results obtained at the EAM level of theory, we find reasonable agreement for the formation energies of Fe, Co, and Ni, which are reproduced in the same energetic order and with relative deviations of less than 10% on average. However, for Au a larger deviation is noticeable. We note that even larger deviations between EAM and DFT occur if the inclusion of dispersion correction in the last steps of the DFT geometry relaxation (which is our standard approach throughout the article) is skipped. A tentative increase to (5 × 5 × 5) supercells yields differences in the range of 10%, indicating an acceptable remaining slab size effect.

Atomic exchange energies have been recalculated with DFT as well but are less straightforward to compare since DFT energies are absolute energies, which has to be taken into consideration when taking differences before and after the insertion of atom A in a lattice of atoms B. Using single atom energies obtained with the same method and slab size and employing the formulato calculate the exchange energies, the overall tendencies of the EAM table are confirmed, but the values are off by a factor of 3 on average, even if the slab size is increased to 5 × 5 × 5, and differences in the detailed energetic order become apparent. In particular, the insertion of the large Au atom into a smaller lattice is prone to bias due to the computationally inevitable slab size limitations and is much more problematic than the formation of vacancies in a finite slab of feasible size.

### 3.2.3. DFT-Based Surface Vacancy Formation Energies {#sec3.2.3}

Surface vacancy formation energies have also been calculated at the DFT level. To accelerate the convergence, the geometry relaxation of all atoms from (4 × 4 × 4) slabs was carried out with the PBE functional in a first step. Then, the dispersion-corrected DFT scheme was applied on top of the PBE-relaxed structures, and the atoms were allowed to relax further with the exception of cobalt. Our results have been added to [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}.

As reported in ref ([@ref58]) for vacancies at the surfaces of fcc Au and Ni surfaces \[(111), (100), and (110) facets\], the vacancy formation energies at the first layer lie below 1 eV. Specifically, values between 0.15 \[(110) facet\] and 0.54 eV \[(111) facet\] have been reported for iron surfaces, while for nickel values between 0.34 (\[110\] facet) and 0.82 eV (\[111\] facet) can be found in the literature.^[@ref58]^ We notice that the magnitude of the dispersion-free DFT *E*~f~ value for the Fe(001) surface (0.72 eV) is close to that reported in ref ([@ref59]) (0.9 eV). For cobalt, the dispersion-corrected vacancy formation energy in the first layer (1.13 eV) is slightly smaller than reported in ref ([@ref60]) (1.4 eV).

In agreement with the EAM calculations, the formation of surface vacancies requires much less energy than in the bulk, in particular for Fe. The same holds true when analyzing the dependence of the vacancy formation energy on the layer position for Au and Ni.

3.3. Computational Intermixing {#sec3.3}
------------------------------

The comparison of vacancy energies provides only limited information on diffusion tendencies. Therefore, we extend our computational investigation toward the inclusion of entropy effects to obtain estimates of the Helmholtz free energy as a function of the temperature. This way, it should be possible to predict the energetically preferred structural arrangement of each bimetallic nanoparticle at a given temperature in the experiment. At 0 K we find that a decentralized core is the energetically most favorable configuration for the Co--Au and Ni--Au systems. However, for Fe--Au we do not see a significant energy difference between a centralized and a fully decentralized core, which might be due to a more favorable fractured decentralized core. The impact of temperature is modeled as follows.

Starting from centralized as well as decentralized core--shell structures for the Fe--, Co--, or Ni--Au systems, we perform a series of exchanges between atoms of the core region with Au atoms of the surrounding Au shell, allowing a stepwise increase of the mixing entropy with each exchange of two atoms. A truncated octahedron fcc cluster, containing 6266 atoms in total and a core:shell atomic ratio of 3:7, is adopted in the simulations, which corresponds to *N*~C~ = 1880 core and *N*~S~ = 4386 shell atoms. The exchanges are performed in steps comprising 50 swaps of atomic positions. Each of these steps (50 swaps in the first, 100 in the second, and so on) is repeated 150 times, and the mean value of the energy *E* is calculated. As an example, the structures of a centralized and decentralized Co--Au cluster after the first 50 atomic swaps are depicted in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. At each step, the Helmholtz free energy is obtained viawith *E*(*x*) as the inner energy at 0 K and *S*~mix~(*x*) as the mixing entropy, both written as a function of the degree of mixing, expressed by *x*, the number of "mobilized" core atoms. With this term we refer to a subgroup of core atoms which are allowed to be placed anywhere in the cluster (including shell as well as core positions, except for those core places occupied by the *N*~C~--*x* yet "immobilized" core atoms). In each exchange step, *x* core atoms change places with any of the allowed atoms, followed by a relaxation of the whole system. We obtain the following expression for the mixing entropy as a function of *x*:

![Cuts through the atomic models of a centralized (upper row) and a decentralized (lower row) Ni--Au cluster at different degrees of intermixing (*x* = 50, 500, 1500).](jp0c04561_0004){#fig4}

In this formula, *j* denotes the number of core atoms which have swapped their position with shell atoms, which is obviously identical with the number of shell atoms now placed inside the core, and *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant. Note the difference between *j* and *x* in this context: *j* goes from 0 to *x* in a summation over products of binomial coefficients, yielding the correct number of possible structures for the current state of intermixing described by *x*. This allows us to calculate the impact of entropy effects for each starting geometry. For *x* → *N*~C~, this expression converges towardwhich can be proven by Vandermonde's theorem. In this case, the maximum number of possible mixing states is obtained since all intermixing constraints are removed.

Using the expression for *S*~mix~ of [eq [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we can calculate the Helmholtz free energy at various temperatures for all partially intermixed states. We note that our approach is neglecting vibrational contributions to the entropy, but their influence is known to be marginal.^[@ref52]^ For graphical illustration, it is most convenient to plot the Helmholtz free energy as a function of *x*/*N*~C~. This way, a relative degree of intermixing is obtained for the *x* axis, with values between 0 (corresponding to a perfect core--shell structure) and 1 (corresponding to a fully mixed structure). As can be seen in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the formation of an alloy in the Ni--Au system, starting from a centralized Ni core, becomes feasible at a temperature of 662 K. This value can be derived from the figure by observing the temperature at which the free energy value for an intermixed geometry (right end of each curve) becomes lower than the value for an unmixed core--shell geometry (left end of the curve). This is indicated by a dashed horizontal line for the red curve belonging to the threshold temperature. The value obtained for Ni--Au is in good agreement with the experimentally determined intermixing temperature of 570--670 K (300--400 °C). It indicates that intermixing via Ni mobility is taking place even in the solid phase, as it is predicted by the bimetallic phase diagram for bulk Ni--Au. In contrast, a centralized Co core (left panel of [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is stable up to a temperature of 914 K, which lies above the experimentally observed temperature (670 K) for core migration from a centralized to a decentralized position. Co and Fe do not undergo a transition toward an intermixed cluster, as predicted by their corresponding phase diagrams (Co--Au,^[@ref61]^ Fe--Au^[@ref62]^), which is due to the energetically more favorable unmixed configuration. Restructuring of the bimetallic cluster is enabled by the increased mobility of surface atoms, as described in [Section [3.2](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}. Furthermore, it is found that a decentralized core (right graph in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) requires higher temperatures for intermixing than a centralized core. This confirms the findings of our previous study^[@ref29]^ that a decentralized Ni core requires more energy to form an alloy than a centralized Ni core. We note that a similar graph for the Fe--Au system has been omitted here since its corresponding Helmholtz free energies are fully dominated by the energy contributions from increased intermixing. For the Fe--Au potential used in this study, the curves do not show a local minimum at the mixed state within the experimentally relevant range of temperatures.

![Helmholtz free energies of three bimetallic clusters, plotted as a function of the relative intermixing *x*/*N*~C~. Zero mixing corresponds to a perfect core--shell structure with a minimum of intermetallic bonds. Left: Co--Au cluster with centralized Co core. Center: Ni--Au cluster with centralized Ni cluster. Right: Ni--Au cluster with decentralized Ni cluster. Intermixed phases become favorable at 914, 662, and 830 K, respectively (red curves). Note the slightly increased resistance against mixing in the case of a decentralized core positioning for Ni--Au.](jp0c04561_0005){#fig5}

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

Centralized Fe--Au, Co--Au, and Ni--Au core--shell nanoparticles are synthesized in He nanodroplets and deposited on heatable TEM grids. We then study the structural stability of their cores, which are initially fully embedded in a protective outer layer of Au, via transmission electron microscopy while heating the support. We find that even though the three elements of the iron triade are only varying minimally in their respective cohesive energies and bond lengths, entirely different structural behavior is observed upon thermal treatment. The interpretation of our experimental findings is supported by a theoretical comparison of vacancy energies at the EAM and the DFT level, calculated for the four metals, and by studies of Helmholtz free energies of the bimetallic systems at various degrees of intermixing.

The Co core shows a transition toward a decentralized position at 400 °C, which we explain as the result of lattice strain reduction. The Fe core behaves in a similar way, but instead of remaining a single cohesive mass, it disintegrates into several fragments at 400 °C, also located at decentralized positions. We attribute this behavior to the reduced surface vacancy formation energy of Fe in comparison to Co. The Ni--Au cluster, on the other hand, undergoes a transition toward full intermixing already between 300 and 400 °C. Here, the smaller vacancy formation energy required for the formation of Ni vacancies enables Au atoms to migrate into the core at even lower temperatures than in the Fe--Au and Co--Au systems.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561?goto=supporting-info).Additional TEM images of the three bimetallic systems, providing more details regarding the thermally induced structural transitions observed in the experiment ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c04561/suppl_file/jp0c04561_si_001.pdf))
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